List of changes introduced to the
ILO model LFS CAPI Questionnaire “Job-type start”
(2024 edition, Release 1, 15 May 2024)
compared to the published ILO Model LFS CAPI Approach 1 (version 3)
(published in July 2019)

Module: Roster and Demographics (DEM)
- DEM_NAME: Question formulation revised to list household members starting from the reference person
- DEM_EDF: Question could be extended by countries at secondary educational levels if relevant

Module: Household Agriculture (HAL)
- Module removed from the core questionnaire

Module: Agricultural work and market orientation (AGF)
- AGF_MKT: Response category “Don’t know” now coded as 97

Module: Main job – Core job characteristics (MJJ)
- MJJ_EMP_REL: In response category 2, the string [business activity] should be adapted to the national context to ensure that independent workers self-identify as such regardless of the type or size of their independent activity.
- MJJ_CFW_CHK2: Renamed as MJJ_CFW_INC. Not used for the derivation of ICSE-18, intended for analytical purposes.

Module: Main job – Core characteristics of the economic unit (MJU)
- MJU_INS: Filter changed. Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles. Now asked also to MJJ_EMP_REL=2,3 with only two response categories shown.
- MJC_PLC: Response category “Don’t know” now coded as 97

Module: Main job – Core contract characteristics (MJC)
- This module has moved in the order within the questionnaire. It is now asked earlier to facilitate a more efficient identification of the formal sector among employees based on the 21st ICLS.
- MJC_CONTRA: Filter changed: Response category “Don’t know” now coded as 97
- MJC_CONOP: Response category “Don’t know” now coded as 97
- MJC_TEMPTOTAL: New question
• MJC_TEMPDU: Question wording tailored to different respondent profiles
• MCD_TEMPRES: Question removed
• MCD_PERM: Question removed
• MCD_TASKSE: Filters changed. Question wording changed.
• MCD_CONMIN: Added a new response category.

**Module: Main job – Informal employment of employees (MIE)**

- Module moved earlier in the questionnaire
- MIE_SOCPRO: Question wording slightly changed (for example: removed reference to health contributions). Filter changed.
- MIE_SOCPRO_SELF: New question added to allow informality/formality to be identified for dependent contractors.
- MIE_PVACL: Filter changed.
- MIE_PSCKLV: Filter changed

**Module: Main job – Dependent worker relationship (MJD)**

- Module removed
- MJD_WHO_PAYS: Question removed
- MJD_BOSS_TAX: Question removed

**Module: Main job – Independent worker relationship (MJI)**

- MODULE: Now later in the questionnaire (after employee related questions but before questions on the informal sector).
- MJI_PRICE_SELF: Question removed
- MJI_PRICE_OTH: Question removed
- MJD_SINGLE_CLIENT: New question to identify dependent contractors
- MJD_SOURCE_CLIENT: New question to identify dependent contractors
- MJD_SELL_CLIENT: New question to identify dependent contractors
- MJD_CONTROL: New question to identify dependent contractors. Shown an option to use a shorter list of response categories, but the longer list is included as standard.

**Module: Main job – Formal status of economic unit (MJL)**

- MODULE: Includes questions previously included in the modules “Main job - legal organisation of economic unit (MJL) and Informal sector employment (MIS)”
• MODULE: Changed order within the questionnaire. Filters have been updated.

• MJL_CORP_TYP: New question added to list the type of arrangements that identify incorporated enterprises at the national level. To be recoded into the variable MJL_CORP.

• MJL_CORP: Now a hidden variable (not a question) that is derived from MJL_CORP_TYP and used for filters and to derive other analytical variables.

• MIS_BOOK_TYP: New question added to list the type of accounts existing at the national level. To be recoded into the variable MIS_BOOK.

• MIS_BOOK: Now a hidden variable (not a question) that is derived from MIS_BOOK_TYP and used for filters and to derive other analytical variables.

• MIS_SOCPRO_DC: New question added to allow informality/formality to be identified for dependent contractors (where relevant). It should be confirmed within the countries that such contribution system exist.

• MIS_SOCPRO_CFW: New question added to allow informality/formality to be identified for contributing family workers (where relevant). It should be confirmed within the countries that such contribution system exist.

Module: Second job – Core job characteristics (SJJ)

• SJB_TEXT: Added a question that allows to skip the module if respondents mistakenly originally answered that they had multiple jobs. To avoid to go back and correct MJJ_MULT.

• SJJ_REGI: New question

Module: Second job – Dependent contractors (SJD)

• SJD_Boss_TAX: Question removed

• SJD_PRICE_SELF: Question removed

• SJD_PRICE_OTH: Question removed

• SJD_SOCPRO: New question

• SJD_SINGLE_CLIENT: New question

• SJD_SOURCE_CLIENT: New question

• SJD_CONTROL: New question

• SJD_SOCPRO_SELF: New question

Module: Working time in Employment (WKT)

• WKT_MJ_Ushrs: renamed as WKT_MJ_Ushrs REP

• WKT_MJ_Ushrs REP: New name of the former variable WKT_MJ_Ushrs
• **WKT_MJ_USHRS**: Now a hidden variable (not a question) that is derived from questions WKT_MJ_USHRS_REP, WKT_MJ_USDAY, and WKT_MJ_USHR Dy. To be used as input for subsequent questions and for the calculation of the total hours worked.

• **WKT_MJ_ABS**: Question removed

• **WKT_MJ_OVT**: Question removed

• **WKT_MJ_OVHRS**: Question removed

• **WKT_MJ_SAMEHRS**: Filter changed

• **WKT_MJ_SAMEHRS**: Filter changed

• **WKT_MJ_ACTHRS**: Question wording changed

• **WKT_NUMJBS**: Filter changed. Response categories changed.

• **WKT_ACHRSTOT**: renamed as WKT_ACHRSTOT_CALC. Derivation revised.

• **WKT_USHRSTOT**: renamed as WKT_USHRSTOT_CALC. Derivation revised.

• **WKT_ACHRSTOT1**: renamed as WKT_ACHRSTOT

• **WKT_USHRSTOT1**: renamed as WKT_USHRSTOT